In this manuscript a simple and easy to implement method that uses the Airy disk generated from a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern due to a circular aperture will be used to estimate the wavelength of the illuminating laser source. This estimation is based on the measurement of the Airy disk diameter, whose approximation is directly proportional to the wavelength of the light source and to the distance between the aperture and the image plane; and inversely proportional to the diameter of the aperture. Due to the characteristics and versatility of the present proposal, this is perfectly suitable to be applied in graduate or undergraduate physics laboratories or even in classrooms for educational and/or demonstrative purposes.
INTRODUCTION
There are some suggested methods that use optical setups to measure the wavelength of a laser source, which in the visible spectrum goes from 400 to 700 nanometers (nm) corresponding to a color range from violet through red [1] [2] [3] [4] . Some of them are based on interferometers which count the number of fringes or the spacing between them [5] [6] [7] , while some others use the distance between the diffraction orders generated by a diffractive element such as a diffraction grating [8] or a ruler [9] . In this manuscript, common electronics and low-cost optical elements such as a circular aperture and a generic laser diode source will be used to provide an easy implementation with the aim of estimating the wavelength of the source, with didactical purposes.
When a uniform beam of light passes through a circular aperture, a resulting Airy patter which is a diffraction pattern formed by a series of concentric bright rings rounding a central bright spot can be observed. The bright region in the center is known as the Airy disk [10] [11] [12] , which contains approximately the 84% of the total incoming energy, as seen in 
where  is the wavelength of the source, d is the diameter of the aperture and R is the distance between the aperture and the observation plane.
In our experience, it is very common to demonstrate in graduate or undergraduate physics laboratories the relationship shown in Equation (1) , where the student is commonly required to measure the diameter of the disk resulting from different distances R and apertures d and in some cases with different laser wavelengths [15] ; but as far as we know it has never been used directly to give an estimation of the wavelength of the source.
In the present proposal a simple method that uses the diameter of an Airy disk belonging to the Fraunhofer far field diffraction pattern generated by a circular aperture will be applied to estimate the wavelength of a laser source, according to Equation (2).
METHODOLOGY
The experimental setup of the proposal is shown in Figure 2a ), in which due to the relation between the size of the selected pinhole (a circular aperture of diameter  d 100 μm) and its distance to the visualization screen R , the resulting Airy pattern meets the characteristics corresponding to a Fraunhofer diffraction [16] [17] . The light source in this setup is a collimated beam from a laser diode connected to a voltage source. To store the images, a Webcam Logitech-C920 has been used. Figure 2b) shows the ring mount where a piece of vellum paper has been used as a visualization screen. It will be shown that the size of the inner diameter of this mount was used to calibrate the system, so the size of the Airy disk in pixels must be transformed in real spatial units (cm). In order to compute the measurements in spatial units, an interactive MATLAB calibration procedure has been developed (nevertheless, all the following measurement procedure can be done manually directly from the observation plane). To accomplish this task, a known reference distance was selected. For this particular case the inner diameter of the ring mount (5.8cm) was used in which the visualization screen has been attached; however any known distance (solid line in Figure 3a) ) can be selected by clicking on its initial and final position. Once the real spatial unit and the distance have been typed by the user in the input box (Figure 3b ), its equivalence in pixels and the ratio of the selected unit per pixel will be displayed (Figure 3c) ). Once the system has been referenced to a real spatial unit, the diameter of the Airy disk is measured by selecting the initial and final position of the diameter of the brightest disk, as shown in Figure 4a ) with a dashed red. Its calculated distance in the pre-specified unit as well as in pixels will be immediately calculated (Figure 4 b) ). The RGB level corresponding to the selected area will be also shown as in Figure 4c ) demonstrating that most of the energy is concentrated in the central disk. With the measurement of the disk diameter D , the distance R and also with the nominal size of the pinhole d used in the setup, it is possible to apply Equation (2) to estimate the wavelength of the illuminating laser source. Figure 4c) shows saturation in the 0-255 RGB range, for this reason the plot is cut at this maximum value. This could be avoided by reducing the optical power of the beam; however it was intentionally permitted in order to demonstrate that one of the advantages of the proposal is that the measurement of the disk diameter is independent of the saturation level as long as this does not affect the visualization of the first ring. To demonstrate the viability of the proposed method, the wavelength of a generic red and a green diode lasers with a nominal wavelength given by the manufacturer of 640nm and 520nm has been achieved, for a range of  [25, 95] R in steps of 5cm. The results are shown in Table 1 . 
It is worth noting that

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a simple, low-cost didactic and educational method to estimate the wavelength of a laser source by using the diameter of an Airy disk, generated by the Fraunhofer diffraction phenomenon resulting from a circular aperture, without the necessity of using optical meters, devices or setups such as wavemeters, spectrometers, interferometers as well as optical fibers and diffraction gratings, to name a few, which in some cases are hard to find in optical or physics laboratories and also substantially increase the implementation expenses. In addition, the setup has been built over an ordinary non-isolated table which adds a versatility feature.
It is necessary to point out that the exposed method calculates an estimated value of the wavelength because, due to the characteristics of the environment and devices used in the setup as well as the measuring procedure that implicates a manual selection of the initial and final position of a spatial reference and of the diameter of the Airy disk (both depending on the appreciation of the user, generating the main source of error), as well as the measurement of the distance R , several sources of error are presented. However we strongly believe that this proposal gives a very well approximation and is perfectly suitable to be applied for didactic, educational or demonstrative purposes in topics that involve optical phenomena and concepts such as diffraction and wavelength for undergraduate or graduate students in the field of physics or wherever these concepts are related. Due to the characteristic and materials used in the proposal, this can be easily implemented in didactic laboratories or even in classrooms, which is particularly desirable when many students are presented.
